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Many enterprises are considering migrating to the Microsoft®
Windows Vista® OS, but have postponed doing so because
of concerns about application compatibility. By enabling the
creation of self-contained virtualized applications, LANDesk®
Application Virtualization can help minimize risk, save time,
increase user satisfaction, and reduce costs for support
and regression testing during this type of migration.
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Figure 1. Retaining legacy applications using OS virtualization compared with application virtualization
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When using sandboxing, in addition to

“Application virtualization gives adminis-

trators a way to create virtualized applications that help minimize risk, save time,
increase user satisfaction, and reduce
costs for support and regression testing.”

running in its own self-contained and isolated virtual environment, the solution’s
virtual file system helps further protect
the host from potential conflicts by
redirecting changes made by or to the
application to an isolated per-user, perapplication sandbox directory. For example, a sandbox directory for a virtualized
version of a Web browser might contain
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approach also means that virtualized
applications can run without requiring
administrative privileges. As a result,
these types of virtualized applications

“LANDesk Application Virtualization sets

the standard for application virtualization
by delivering application isolation
without the costs and complexities of
additional front-end and back-end
proprietary infrastructures.”
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